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Simple Games to Help with
Separation Anxiety 

 

by

Transform challenges with connection & fun 



Parenting doesn't have to be
serious all. the. time.

It can often feel overwhelming, can't it, when our kids are being annoying, difficult, whiney or
aggressive?

 
At times like these, it's tempting to use increasingly harsh punishments to get our kids to

'behave',  We often revert back to the ways we were disciplined, and you probably hear
yourself sounding EXACTLY like your mum - something you may have vowed you'd never do!

 
But these methods can often lead to more problems, such as increased defiance, stress &

animosity, and decreased self-confidence.  Most importantly they lead to a break in
connection.

 
Connection is the 'Super Protective Factor' for our kids as they move towards the teenage

years.  It's a vital anchor as they navigate the world.
 

So how can you foster this connection, whilst also addressing the issues & challenging
behaviours?  

 
 

PLAY! is the key
 

- transforms challenging situations
- builds your child's confidence & resilience

- reconnects you with your child
- releases stress
- is so much FUN

- can be done in as little as 10 mins!



www.parentingwithplay.com.au

1. CHASING GAME

Don't be Fooled by their Simplicity

They are all power-reversal games, which means your child gets to feel capable & competent and in control
- the perfect antidote to all of those times when they don't.
 
When our children feel powerless, they lash out, become uncooperative & 'annoying'.  Or they give up & stay
stuck in fear.  Laughter is a fantastic way to release stress, so the more they laugh, the more stress they're
releasing, and the less likely they are to be 'annoying'.  
 
So play these games as often as you can.  Follow your child's lead.  Be strong or fast enough to give them a
challenge, but ultimately let them be more capable than you.  
  
These games are great for YOU too!  They'll reconnect you to your playfulness (which is often buried under
responsibilities) and will help you to feel more connected with your child which, in turn, reduces your
chances of shouting & getting annoyed at them.
 
Be silly.  Have fun.  No one else is watching you.  Your kids will LOVE them & you'll notice the difference in
their behaviour & how you respond.  

 
Possibly the simplest game here & one that you've
probably done a million times already.
 
Just know that the aim is for your child to feel more
capable than you.  
 
Exaggerate trying & failing to reach them - "aarrgghh -
you're too fast for me!!" 
 
Likewise, when they're chasing you, be really dramatic
running away & then when you're caught - the more
dramatic the better!
  

Benefits / Uses
Perfect just before you want to leave the house or park, after a busy day apart, just before an event where
they need to sit still (such as a wedding or formal meal), or if you have a group of kids who are starting to
squabble.  Also great before bedtime to expend energy, release stress from the day & reconnect with you.

These games are really simple, really easy, HIGHLY effective.
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2. peek a boo / hide & seek

3. please don't go!

How
 
Peek A Boo
You hide behind your hands and then reappear.  Your baby /
young child will giggle delightedly and you be excited to see
them again
 
Hide & Seek
Pretend to not know where your child is - playfully pretend
not to know where they are hiding.  Then express great
delight when you find them.

Benefits
This plays around with separation from you, and then reconnection.  The laughter helps to stress from
being separated from you in different situations.  When your child hides, they are being in control of being
away from you.  Usually they'll jump out to surprise you where they are!  The reconnection is very important
as it reminds your child through play, that you'll always return and they will be with you again.

How
 
When your child goes to another room, or is leaving for a
fun playdate - i.e. anywhere they actively want to go -
pretend to be upset that they're leaving you and beg for
them to stay with you.
 
Hold onto them - perhaps saying you'll never, never let them
go.  Be playfully upset when they take great delight in
leaving you.

Benefits
It places the power with your child - they're the ones leaving you - which helps to offset the many times
you've had to leave them.  By pretending to be upset, they can laugh and release the tension & stress from
the times they've cried due to separation.  They get to feel powerful and in control as they wiggle away
from you.  If they run back into your arms, snuggle in close and delight in them.  
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4. "You Can't get out of my trap"

5. getting ready 

How
 
This is a variation on the chasing game.  Either you
create a 'trap' or your child hides in a particular area
(e.g. the dog crate(!), under a table, in a cupboard, etc)
and you gleefully announce that they're in your special
trap and they'll NEVER be able to escape.
 
Wander away exclaiming how excited you are that
they'll never be able to get out of there.  Turn around
and be dramatically shocked when they've easily
escaped and are running away from you again. 
 

Benefits / Uses
Again, this places the child in control of separating from you.  It also helps them feel incredibly powerful &
cunning & competent that they've escaped from something you've 'made'.  The laughter helps release stress.  
And playing together increases your connection and your child's sense of confidence.  It's a lot of fun!

How
Be silly helping your child get ready in the morning.
 
Have a clothes fight and be dramatic when your child
gets you with their clothes.
 
Pretend not to know where clothes go - pants on head?,
socks on hands?  
 

Benefits 
Help your child get ready in the morning, especially when you know they are worried about the upcoming
separation and are stalling on doing things they're perfectly capable of doing, such as getting dressed. This
dissolves the tension created by their refusal and your frustration around it through being silly & laughing.  It
also reconnects you together before the separation and makes the morning much more fun.



Thanks Helena for caring and sharing - for teaching
me how to be a better, more connected mum."

"I was at my wits end! Helena's 
approach is practical, honest 

& nurturing.

"It has truly made my parenting 
style fun, easier to tackle behaviours 
and I'm more relaxed and enjoying it 
rather than being up tight, angry 
& resentful.   It was a lifesaver."

- Build your child's RESILIENCE
- Know what to do when your child has a TANTRUM or ANGER OUTBURST

- Reduce your child's ANXIETY
- Discipline PLAYFULLY 

- SET LIMITS effectively, lovingly & respectfully
- Learn how to respond to your child's CRYING & WHINING
- Effectively manage your own EMOTIONS & REACTIONS

I'm a Parenting Coach specialising in Parenting by Connection & Aware
Parenting.  I'm also a mum so whilst I know the theory, I also
experience the reality!  
 
I love supporting parents, just like you, to turn challenging situations
around by using this respectful, practical & highly effective approach.  
 
And I'd love to support you & your family too.  
 

"I was getting more and more stressed and this wasn't helping my connection with my boys - so the new
way of looking at our relationships and dealing with behaviour was a 'breath of fresh air'.

 

It was empowering, life changing and has dramatically improved my relationship with my boys and their
behaviour is much better.  I am still learning... but feeling much more in control of my emotions and have

strategies that are practical and easy to put into my day."

Who Am I & How I Can Help

8 week comprehensive online program 
 

Register today!
 

www.annoyingtoamazing.com/sam



1. Chasing Game

2. Hide & Seek

3. "Please Don't Go"

4. "You Can't Get Out of My Trap"

5. Being Silly Getting Ready
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WAITLIST TODAY 

for the next live round

print out & pop this on your fridge as a reminder

- transform challenging situations
- build your child's confidence & resilience

- reconnect with your child
- release stress

- have FUN in as little as 10 mins!


